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ABSTRACT: 
    This paper proposes a method to represent the first step in information retrieval (IR) (that 
prepare the document set (preprocessing), In Information retrieval systems, tokenization is an 
integral part whose prime objective is to identify the token and their count. In this paper, an 
effective tokenization approach which is based on proposed new method called enhance 
inverted index (EII). The result shows that efficiency/ effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. 
Tokenization on documents helps to satisfy user’s information need more precisely and reduced 
search sharply, believed to be a part of information retrieval. Pre-processing of input document 
is an integral part of Tokenization, which involves preprocessing of documents and generates its 
respective tokens, which is the basis of these tokens. Probabilistic IR generates its scoring and 
gives reduced search space. The comparative analysis based on the two parameters; reduce the 
time of search space, Pre-processing time.  
Keywords: information retrieval (IR), enhance inverted index (EII). 

  
INTRODUCTION 

mount of operational data has been increasing exponentially from past few decades, the 
expectations of data-user is changing proportionally as well. The data-user expects 
more deep, exact, and detailed results. Retrieval of relevant results is always affected by 
the pattern, how they are stored indexed. There are various techniques are designed to 
index the documents, which is done on the token's identified with in documents, new 

techniques by using inverted index.[1]  
Information retrieval (IR) handles the representation, storage, organization, and access to 
information items. In IR, one of the main problems is to determine which documents are 
relevant and which are not to the user’s needs. In practice, this problem usually mentioned as a 
ranking problem, which aims to solve according to the degree of relevance (matching) between 
all documents and the query of user [1] [2] [3].Which deals with information retrieval. General 
structure of information retrieval is as shown in Figure (1). 
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Figure (1): general structure of information retrieval 
 

    In this paper, an algorithm for web document IR was proposed that enhances the time 
processing and storage space. 
 
Information retrieval process model  
    The proposed system consist of two stages: the first stage is the preprocessing (that prepared 
the data set and store it in a database that will be used in the second stage), in this stage, a new 
method of preprocessing and parsing that documents were proposed this method called Enhance 
Inverted Index (EII), that are illustrated in the details in this paper. The second stage is to use an 
algorithm of machine learning that algorithm. 
 
Describe of Dataset 
    It is contains World Wide Webpages that gathered from various universities of computer 
science departments in the 1997, January by the worldwide knowledgebase (Web->KB) project 
of Carnegie Mellon University group of text learning. Type of this document (Web->Kb) is 
semi-structure that mean it is HTML (Hypertext Markup Language)) documents. Data set 
consists of 8284 web documents (pages) that is manually classifies into seven directory these 
directory illustrate in table 1, named :department, students, staff, faculty, projects and courses as 
well as to the 60 other random web pages that downloaded from other universities ;therefore, 
the total number of the data set is 8280 documents [5]. 

 
Table (1): directory of the data set  

 
    

Directory name No. of documents 

Departments 181 
Students 1641 
Faculty 1124 
Courses 930 
Projects 504 
Others 3763 
Staffs 137 
Total 8280  

 

User Query Indexed Document 

Document Information

Indexer Interpreter

Comparison/Matching 

Retrieved Document 
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Table 1 that represents seven directories, inside each directory, four classes each of which 
represents university that names: 
1. Texas contains 827 documents 
2. Cornell  contains 867 documents   
3. Washington contains 1205 documents 
4. Wisconsin contains 1263 documents 
The remaining 4120 collected from other universities and assigned to the field called 
Miscellaneous. This data set used by different researchers such as (Amar al Dallas, 2014; Dong 
et al, 2008; Craven et al, 1998) and others. This data set is to be used in the first stage of the 
proposed system. It should be converted to the text by using new method proposed called (EII). 
It will be explained in details in the next section and store results in Database (DB) by using 
Microsoft Office access 2013. 
Documents of data set written in HTML language and this format exhibits different feature as 
following: 
1. HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) consists of tags, and these tags can be used to 
calculate weighting of each terms (Shih ,Cutler and Ming, 1997) as will be illustrated in the 
section of the EII. 
2. (Zhang and Kim, 2003; Cutler et, al, 1999) using tags to assign weight of each term 
because each tag is assign a special weight therefore; it will distinguish special characters from 
the normal text within the document. 
3. Documents that written in HTML are better descriptive content documents (Cutler, Shih 
and Ming, 1997). 
4. Most format of documents web written in HTML (Zhang and Kim, 2003) so that IR is 
application of the web mining. 
5. HTML tags and the layout are better reflecting terms inside documents (Cutler et al, 
1999). 
 
Related Work 
    Uematsu researcher used the inverted index in 2008 that index is a structure used to store 
word position data, as well as document ID. Word position data is a list of offsets or positions in 
which the words occur in the document.  Such  occurrence  information  (i.e. Document  ID  and  
word  position  data)  for  each  word  is  expressed  as  a  list,  called  the “inverted list”, and all 
the inverted lists taken together are referred as the inverted index. . Kuia and Juan in 2012who 
applied an improved version of term frequency – inverse term frequency (TF-IDF). 
These models may not use any more in the areas of IR for the following problems: 
1. That index needs a large amount of space to store it. 
 2.  Need a long time to retrieve the specific keyword. 
3. All documents should be checked against each query. 
4. That index stores a few details about the information in the documents (data set) (Al Dallas 
and Abdul Wahhabi, 2011), and this is due to the large amount of space required to include 
addition data per keyword. 
An enhanced inverted index will be presented in this work to overcome the above problems. 
 
Proposed the Enhance Inverted Index (EII) 
    The Dataset (documents) represents as a webpage that should be converted to the text and 
stored in Microsoft Office Access in two tables. Those tables’ names: pages-information and 
words-information, the first table consists of information about each page that is (id, name, 
frequency, university-name), while the word-information table contains information about each 
word such as: (word, frequency, weight, pages-list), the general idea of the proposed Enhance 
Inverted Index (EII)   illustrate in Figure (2). 
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Figure (2): general idea of Enhance Inverted Index (EII) 

  
 
 
 
 

General idea of the proposed Enhance Inverted Index (EII) 
 

While HTML-tags table contain a tag and corresponding weights, special-word this table 
include three main tables: 
 Stop-word, which includes list of stop words [4] such as “the, as, of, and, or, to etc. that 
should be removed from the document this step is very essential because it has some 
advantages: It reduces the size of indexing file and it also improves the overall efficiency and 
make effectiveness. 

 
 Special-characters table this process removed set of characters, these characters: semi-
colon, colon, exclamation, etc.  
 Sentence-delimiters table a subset of table above those will be used to separate the 
statement from other statements. These delimiters should be discarded from the document. 
All these tables and documents (data set) above represents as inputs to the EII, the outputs are 
two tables that stored in database and considered as input to the second stage. 
 

Table (2): tags and corresponding weighting 
Name of tag Weighting of tag 

Title 7 
HEAD,H1,H2,H3 6 

A:anchor 5 
B:bold;I:Italic 4 

Body 2 
 

 
information-Word 

Word 
Frequency 
Weight 
Pages-list 

 

information-Page 
Name 
ID 
Frequency 
Total-weight 
University-name 

word-Special 
Stop-word 
Special-character 
Delimiter-sentence

tags-HTML 
name 
weight 

Enhance Inverted Index (EII) Documents 
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To describe Algorithm 1 each step. 
1. Get page from documents (dataset) WEBKB. 
This process is to bring each page from the dataset. 
2. Parser(preprocessing): 
Get page_source1, Get page_source2. 
That means convert page to the source code written in HTML to easy treatment with this page 
and take important information from it during the tokenization process, then apply some 
preprocessing on it and store it in a database to use it in retrieval. Figure (3) explain the source 
code of the web  
Page. 
 

Algorithm1: Enhance Inverted Index (EII) 
Input: documents (data set) 
Output: two tables: word-information and page-information 
Step1: get page (P) from data set then open the source code of it. 
Step 2: (preprocessing) 
Initialization: Weight: = 0 
From each P get, source-code1 (bring source code of webpage and perform tokenization 
process from each word (W)) then check each (W) as following: 
While not EOF do 
Get (W) 
If W in the open tag then 
Weight: =weight+ weighting of tag 
Else  
if W  not stop-word then 
Weight: =weight 
Calculate frequency W (how many W repeated for all the webpage) 
Calculate pages-list W (bring all pages that contain the same W) 
Then store these results (weight, frequency, and pages-list) in the table of the word-
information. 
Step3 Get source-code2 of the same webpage in the step2, remove all tags in the page P 
and bring frequency W from word-information table then calculate of each P the 
following: 
ID consist of three parts (university-name, directory, page-name) 
Name of page 
Frequency W 
Total weight 
University-name 
Then store in the pages-information table (id, name, frequency, total-weight and 
university-name) 
Step4: end 
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                 Figure (3): the source code of the webpage 
 
That preprocessing applied to each page source1 and page source2 but with few different in 
processing in two pages.  
Applied stop word removal and remove special delimiter from two, but in the page_source1 
must remove each tag, and this process cannot be applied in page source2 such as:(body , title , 
head, h1 , h2, h3 ,I ,b) ,show the next example explain these steps, that page written in HTML , 
must remove tags ,stop words and delimiter from it in the step of the source_page1. 
 Next, show this process and the result of the preprocessing as following in figure (4). 
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Figure (4): preprocessing web page 

 
Then token page into words, make each page with unique ID that consists of three parts explain 
in next item. 
A. Page_source1 computed word count (frequency) of each word that will be used in the 
page_source2 to compute weight. 
B. In the page_source2, that tags stayed not removed, because can be used to compute the 
weight of each word then, add it to the table of the word_information. 
C. check if that word is in the table of the word or not: 
 If not exist then add it to the word table as following (word, frequency (word count), 
weight, pages list). 
 If found, can be updated of the (frequency (word count), weight, pages list). 
3. the last step is to retrieve the information of the page through the ID, 
that retrieval is fast so that ID reduce the time of the search space, because, that ID consists of 
three parts (university, directory , page-sequence). 
When user need information from the specific university cannot need to search all datasets and 
directory to find the specific information, through the ID can easily find that university that 
search about it, ID reduces the time of the search space and efficient to find the required 
information. 
 
        Implementation  
The proposed algorithm  EII, implemented by using Visual Basic.net 2013 using the dataset in 
the access 2013 to store 8242 document as web page.  
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The proposed algorithm executed with 100 documents and the result is shown in 
 Figure (5) and Figure (6) that compare the results of the preprocessing between the traditional 
algorithm and by using the new method that proposed in this paper. 
  
Performance evaluation 
(1) Strategy: There are two alternatives of strategy, tokenization with preprocessing and 
tokenization without preprocessing. Preprocessing involves acquired the specific information 
details from the webpage and store these information in two tables in the database. These tables 
are word information and page information. The tokenization with pre-processing generates 
more accurate and effective tokens with more efficient manner, while without pre-processing 
strategy simply parses input documents and generates tokens. 
(2) Overall-Time Value: Time consumed in entire tokenization process is    directly 
proportional to performance measure of an IR system, as it deeply affects the Indexing & 
storage aspects. 
 
Simulation 
    In tokenization with preprocessing 200 numbers of tokens generated while for same set of 
input documents, another strategy (without preprocessing) generates more than 300 tokens. The 
more is the number of token generated, the bigger is the challenge to manage them into storage 
space & effect in the accuracy of results retrieval. 
   Simulation result of the proposed algorithm and standard algorithm (inverted index) compared 
in the number of generated and processing time.  
 

 
Figure (5): Document Tokenization Graph 

 
Another result graph is illustrated in Figure (6); overall time consumed by the strategy is an 
important factor, which affects overall efficiency of an IR system. The Tokenization with 
Preprocessing using (EII) leads to effective and efficient approach of processing, as shown in 
results strategy with preprocessing process 100 input documents and generate 200 distinct and 
accurate tokens in 156 (ms), while processing same set of documents in another strategy takes 
289 (ms) and generates more than 300 tokens. 
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Figure (6): Overall-Time Graph 

 
CONCLUSION 
    In this paper, EII algorithm proposed for web document information retrieval. 
Simulation result to the proposed algorithm then compared with same traditional algorithm of 
the inverted index approved the efficiency of the proposed algorithm in term of storage space 
and processing time. 
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